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Workshop Learning Outcomes

• Distinguish between reliability and validity, and explain their 
importance to learning outcomes assessment.

• Develop and apply a table of specifications towards writing and 
reviewing multiple choice (MC) exams.

• Describe, interpret, and apply difficulty and discrimination indices in 
MC item analysis.

• Explain the relationship between item analysis and validity and 
reliability of MC exams.

• Apply best practices in writing MC items (questions) to help 
improve validity and reliability.



Reliability 
Reliability - whether the results from your test 

measures something consistently
● Why is this important?

○ Ideally we want our tests to yield as close to a “true score” of what a student 
really knows, but sources of error contribute to unreliability
■ Method errors - source of error resides in the testing situation

● Improve reliability by:
○ Standardizing instructions across all settings when you give the test
○ Increasing number of items/observations
○ Moderating easiness and difficulty. Too easy/hard not accurate picture of 

performance
○ Deleting unclear items (questions) following analysis



Validity
Validity - the extent to which conclusions drawn from your test are 
appropriate, meaningful, and useful, i.e. the test does what it is supposed to
● First establish reliability. A test cannot be valid before it’s reliable.

● Mostly concerned with content validity - your test items (a sample) truly 
reflects a universe (chapter, class time, assignments) of test items on a topic 



Multiple Choice Achievement Tests
Writing good multiple choice (MC) items (questions) is not easy!
● Can take a long time
● MC items must have good distractors 

(well-written, focused) and one clear, correct answer

But there are advantages:
● Scoring is easy and reliable
● Can measure learning outcomes at almost any level of Bloom’s taxonomy 

(if well-written)
● You can analyze the items to see if what they do what they’re supposed to 

(validity) and refine further so they perform better (improve validity)



Item Analysis

To be reliable and valid, MC items (questions) should:
● Be clearly-written
● Not be too easy or too difficult
● Discriminate between those students who really know the answer and 

those who don’t

Item analysis - Consists of two indices for each item (question) that suggest 
whether that item discriminates between those who know the material 
and those who do not
● Difficulty index
● Discrimination index



Item Analysis: Difficulty and Discrimination 
Indices

Difficulty Index - the number of students who got an item correct out of the 
total who answered the question

High and low groups - the top and bottom 27% of total exam scores (students)

D = (SH + SL)/T 

Where:
D = difficulty index
SH = number of students in high group who answered item correctly
SL = number of students in low group who answered item correctly
T = total number of responses for the item

Ideal D = 0.5. The more it differs, the more poorly the item discriminates.
D > 0.5 means the item may be too easy.
D < 0.5 means the item may be too hard.



Discrimination Index
Discrimination Index - describes how effectively an item discriminates 
between the high and low groups

d = (SH - SL)/(0.5*T)

Where:
● d = discrimination index
● SH = number of students in high group 

who answered item correctly
● SL = number of students in low group who 

answered item correctly
● T = total number of responses for the 

item

d ranges from -1.0 to 1.0
0.0 = no discrimination
1.0 = perfect discrimination
-1.0 = perfect discrimination, 
but not how you want it



General Interpretations: Difficulty and 
Discrimination Indices



Table of Specifications
Table of Specifications – A 2-dimensional table that describes topics/ SLOs to be covered by a 
test and the number of questions/ points that will be associated with each topic/SLO.
● Purpose – To identify the areas of achievement to be measured and ensure that a fair and 

representative sample of questions appear on the test.
● Allows instructors to focus on the key areas and weight those areas based on their importance and 

time spent on them in class.
● Helps insure that an assessment measures what the assessment  intends to measure - CONTENT 

VALIDITY!!

Example 1



Table of Specifications
Steps to Creating a Table of Specifications
1. Identify the domains/topics/SLOs to be measured on the next exam. These will vary in 

breadth from large domains to more specific SLOs.
2. Break the domains/topics/SLOs into key or fairly independent parts. SLOs can even serve as 

these key or independent parts.
3. Document the time spent in class on these topics/SLOs.
4. Construct the table.

Example 2



Difficulty and Discrimination Indices in Canvas 

Examples:
• A question with low difficulty and discrimination indices.

• What does this mean?
• Why might this be intentional?

• Two questions
• Identical difficulty indices (0.42)
• One with a positive discrimination index
• One with a negative discrimination index



Writing good multiple choice 
questions: Anatomy

Item



Writing good multiple choice 
questions: Guidelines

● Guidelines: Stem
○ The stem should be meaningful by itself

○ The stem should not contain irrelevant 
material

○ The stem should be negatively stated only 
when significant learning outcomes require it

○ The stem should be a question or a partial 
sentence.



Writing good multiple choice 
questions: Guidelines

● Guidelines: Alternatives
○ All alternatives should be plausible. 
○ Alternatives should be stated clearly and 

concisely.
○ Alternatives should be mutually exclusive.
○ Alternatives should be homogenous in content.
○ Alternatives should be free from clues about 

which response is correct.
○ The alternatives “all of the above” and “none of 

the above” should not be used.
○ The alternatives should be presented in a 

logical order 
○ The number of alternatives can vary among 

items as long as all alternatives are plausible.



Writing good multiple choice 
questions

• Table of Specifications
• Adds validity to our assessments
• Can be used on the “front” or “back” 

end
• 3-item MC questions 

• Alternative considered functional if 5% 
of respondents select it

• 1-8% of distractors beyond one are 
functional 

• Benefits of 3-item MCQs:
• More questions per assessment 
• Harder to guess
• Easier to write 
• Higher discrimination scores
• Unchanged difficulty/ reliability 
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Activity - Examine a MC question that 
you have used on a previous exam:

• Find the indices if you have the questions in Canvas
• What guidelines for writing a MC question did you use? 

(intentionally or unintentionally)
• What guidelines might you use to improve the question?



Questions?
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